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‘The City of the Fugitives’: Does selective preservation of disaster memories mean
selective recovery from disaster?
Paul Millar
University of Canterbury
ABSTRACT We’ll never know why the thirteen people whose corpses were discovered in
Pompeii’s Garden of the Fugitives hadn’t fled the city with the majority of the population when
Vesuvius turned deadly in AD79. But surely, thanks to 21st century technology, we know just
about everything there is to know about the experiences of the people who went through the
Canterbury Earthquakes. Or has the ubiquity of digital technology, combined with seemingly
massive online information flows and archives, created a false sense that Canterbury’s
earthquake stories, images and media are being secured for posterity? In this paper Paul Millar
makes reference to issues experienced while creating the CEISMIC Canterbury Earthquakes
Digital Archive (www.ceismic.org.nz) to argue that rather than having preserved all the
information needed to fully inform recovery, the record of the Canterbury earthquakes’ impacts,
and the subsequent response, is incomplete and unrepresentative. While CEISMIC has collected
and curated over a quarter of a million earthquake-related items, Millar is deeply concerned
about the material being lost. Like Pompeii, this disaster has its nameless, faceless, silenced
victims; people whose stories must be heard, and whose issues must be addressed, if recovery is
to be meaningful.

1. OHP Title Slide
My talk is about my Disaster Archiving project, with particualar
attention to the life cycle of such an archive, and the challneges we
have encountered developing it. But first let me take you back to AD79.
2. OHP Vesuvius with plinian Eruption
This is an artist’s rendition of what the Plinian Eruption from Italy’s
Mt Vesuvius might have looked like in AD79. It was of course the
eruption that led to the burying and destruction of the Roman cities of
Pompeii and Herculaneum.
3. OHP Pliny the Younger
It’s called a Plinian Eruption because Gaius Plinius Caecilius
Secundus, who witnessed the eruption as a boy, described it in a
letter:
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“The cloud was rising from a mountain -- at such a distance we
couldn't tell which, but afterwards learned that it was
Vesuvius. I can best describe its shape by likening it to a pine
tree. It rose into the sky on a very long "trunk" from which
spread some "branches." I imagine it had been raised by a
sudden blast, which then weakened, leaving the cloud
unsupported so that its own weight caused it to spread
sideways. Some of the cloud was white, in other parts there
were dark patches of dirt and ash.”
BUT don’t be fooled by this painting, which shows a young boy
writing down his experiences while the eruption happens behind
him. However, the letter in which Pliny describes the eruption of
Vesuvius was written 25 years later, in response to a question from a
historian.
Still for over 1600 years, that was the most people knew about the
eruption, and gradually the busy towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum
were forgotten, until 1749 when Pompeii was accidentally
rediscovered.
4. OHP Pompeii scenes
Pompeii scenes are familiar to us now. It’s like the town has been
frozen in time—we know how people lived, we know about their
temples, their baths, their shops, their entertainments
5. OHP The Garden of the Fugitives
And thanks to the technique of filling the spaces in the ash where
people were once buried alive, we know about their terrible deaths.
So—we know a bit about the eruption from one eyewitness observer
writing down his memories 25 years after the event, and we can infer
more about the eruption from what we have found in the excavation
of Pompeii and Herculaneum.
7. OHP What don’t we know?
But what if people from the ancient world had possessed the means
to record and communicate their own experiences—what if they’d
had cell phones, digital still and video cameras, facebook pages, blogs,
email accounts, and twitter feeds? What might we have learned from
them? DISCUSS
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• Just think of the things we might have learned—not just how
people died, but also how people survived;
• the things they did to help each other;
• the successes and failures of government;
• the warning signs before the actual eruption;
• the places people migrated to afterwards,
• the things they did to restart their lives,
• the acts of heroism and kindness,
• the way parents helped their children learn from the terrifying
disaster and develop resilience.
We are of course concerned with disasters in just such an age. The
last few years have seen the emergence of a range of Digital
Humanities projects concerned with archiving material related to
traumatic events and disasters. The 9/11 Digital Archive, The
Hurricane Memory Bank and Hinagiku: The Archive of the Great East
Japan Earthquake are a few such projects committed to collecting,
curating and making available disaster-related images, stories and
media for the purposes of commemoration, teaching and research.
PP7
Another is my CEISMIC Canterbury Earthquakes Digital Archive—a
Digital Humanities cultural heritage memory project modelled on
[PP 8 9/11] CHNM’s 9/11 Digital Archive.
[PP Vision]
In so many ways, CEISMIC has been a success—a growing, evolving,
collaborative effort to create a federated archive to collect, preserve
and human-curate images stories and media about the Canterbury
earthquakes for commemoration, teaching and research. It’s success
has in large part been due to the successful application of Digital
Humanities principles to create an archive offering anyone,
anywhere free and open access.
PP10
It’s collections have developed on a principle of federation where
Digital New Zealand facilitates searches across a range of resources,
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to surface everything in one place. There has been productive
collaboration through a University-led consortium of content
providers and cultural heritage organisations.There has been careful
attention to human ethics and copyright issues, with encouragement
to use creative commons, and the augmentation of the resource
through high quality human-curated metadata. Our mantra in the
early days was that we would collect anything and everything, that
we would make no judgements about the value of material.That if a
researcher 100 years from now found an answer to a question we
hadn’t even thought of asking, then CEISMIC would have done what it
intended to. At last count, CEISMIC has collected over 250,000 digital
objects—the 9/11 digital archive collected 150,000 and it has
partnered with the Smithsonian and is now preserved by the Library
of Congress.
Describe collections [PP 11-27]
So what is in CEISMIC? Very quickly, to give you a flavour of the
collections, though this scratches the surface.

PP 28 LL Scholarships [Discuss]
[PP29] The difference between an active and a passive memory
project
And yet, even as I consider our successes and feel great pride for
what we have achieved, I’m forced to reflect on what might have
been. For I’d have hoped that instead of having collected 250,000
items by now, we’d have collected 2.5 million, or more. I recognise,
and freely acknowledge, the the idea that this archive could be
somehow inclusive was a romantic one. For all of us involved there
has been a compelling personal dimension to what we have been
doing—it has been therapeutic to respond to the chaos by trying to
make sense of it, to put it in order, to preserve some sort of “truth”
for someone who in the future will want to know “what really
happened”.
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It is interesting to consider what the creation of the CEISMIC
Canterbury Earthquakes Digital Archive tells us about the postdisaster zeitgeist. Looking at it now, I find the archive as interesting
for why and how it was created as for what it contains.
Understanding the conditions of its creation, the multiple aims of its
founders, contributors and users, and the connections between the
archive’s life-cycle and the narrative of the post-disaster city, offers
insights into an the arbitrary and contested nature of such a memory
project.
The things I’m referring to are too numerous to dwell on in any detail
in this brief paper. But let me sketch a few things, and I’ll be specific,
because I’m not sure all the things I am observing can be generalised:
• pp33a Impulse against powerlessness
The archive was a response to powerlessness. I’ve touched on
this already. The impulse that drove us to create the archive was a
very visceral level a human response to powerlessness in the wake of
crisis. With people we knew killed or injured, families dispersed, our
homes damaged, our city and places of employment shut down, , it
was something we could do that gave us a sense of agency. How often
such an impulse underlies an effort to preserve memories would be
interesting to explore further?
• Pp33b Storytelling therapeutic
The archive was therapeutic. This is tied to my previous point. On
so many levels, for so many individuals and groups, the project gave
people a sense of purpose, a sense that not everything was being lost,
that our stories have value, that destroyed communities have not
wholly perished, that we have something to offer to the future. In a
real and tangible way the digital was preserving the local—“the
digital realm”, to adapt a quote from Radstone, “was helping render
our place of home and its location, with all of its historical and
affective dimensions” at least in part preservable and relevant.
• PP33c Disaster a catalyst for a greater memory project
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The archive required the trauma of the earthquakes as a
catalyst, but it became almost immediately the story of
Canterbury. This is probably obvious, but deserves emphasis.
Although CEISMIC calls itself the Canterbury Earthquakes Digital
Archive, it is much more than that. It has material going back to the
19th century [discuss]—if it could grow organically and unchecked, it
would eventually be the story of Canterbury, with the earthquakes as
a peak of activity, a defining or redefining moment. Yet it took an
earthquake to precipitate this—no one was trying to develop an
integrated, comprensive digital archive of Canterbury’s history
before the quakes. It took a profound trauma for us to want
desperately to preserve our stories. We wish we’d been doing it in
the years leading up to the quakes, because so much more could have
been preserved. And yet it isn’t as if other communities have learned
from us and are working to ensure the comprehensive, joined up
presentation of the past (I’ve tried). It will probably still require a
traumatic event as a catalyst for other communities to do likewise.
That said, a question worth exploring, is whether advancing digital
technologies and activities, will ultimately lead to the easy creation of
memory archives?
• Pp33d Healing from trauma aided by local voices and
representations
The archive responds to trauma with a myriad of voices and
representations I won’t even pretend I know a lot about the
intricacies of trauma theory. What I do know is that our archive
responds to trauma by working to diminish it, by allowing people to
give voice to experience. Interestingly, some people voice more than
others. Women seemed likely to talk about experiences in the
Quakebox than men. Men didn't want to revisit it—how much is this
related to the taciturn kiwi male?
• PP33e Healthy, active disaster archives must contain
tension and conflict
The archive is a place of tension and contest This was always the
intent—we wanted the official and unofficial histories to be talking, if
not shouting at, each other. We wanted the memory of a single red-
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zoned homeowner to be as carefully preserved as every
pronouncement of CERA. We wanted the messiness of a community
newsletter or a child’s school project, to have the same status as the
framed and transmitted memories of out local and national
institutions. As Merridale insists, “though suffering may be universal,
experiences of and reactions to suffering – how it is felt and
remembered, whether it is remembered –are culturally specific.” To
which I would add they are also often class, race and gender specific.
My great disappointment is that we don’t have enough tension and
contest. There are many reasons for this—most of which relate to my
final point for this slide:
• PP33f The Post-disaster cycle will always force a digital
memory project from being an active collector to a passive
archive—the challenge is finding ways to resist this for as long
as possible
There is a post-disaster life-cycle, and a very defined period within
which conditions exist to ensure that your project remains active for
as along as possible—there quickly comes a time when groups feel
they’ve done enough, and if you haven’t secured your archive’s future
within that time, your opportunity has passed. And those lessons are
a-whole-nother paper.
PP 34 Can even the most determinedly open and inclusive
digital memory project preserve its values when issues of race,
class, gender, politics and economics impact upon its activities?
For every item we have collected there are a dozen we are missing,
some already lost for good. Why should this matter? Isn’t a quarter of
a million items about a disaster an amazing achievement? Yes…
except it bothers me that this archive, this digital memory project,
has developed credibility, mana even, and it is seen as having
insitutional authority. Why is this a bad thing? Because CEISMIC will
become the basis of much of the future storytelling and research
efforts, and it is partial, and not only is it partial, but with the best
will in the world, it over represents the experiences of the articulate,
the resourced, the controllers of media, the networked, the
beneficiaries of various sorts of privilege, the structures of power.
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What were some of the barriers to more inclusiveness? Time, money,
will. There is a lifecycle to a disaster.
• The willingness to open the pockets is inversely proportional
to the distance from the defining events.
• Also, priority. When people’s homes and lives are destroyed, a
‘database’ sems a frivlous waste of money and resources.
• Because nothing like CEISMIC existed, we were forced to build
it from scratch. We were a year past the defining events before
we were in a position to begin collecting material.
• Bureaucracy—fortunately not too much, we didn’t have the FBI
knocing on our door like the 9/11 Digital archive did.
Government agencies were supportive, expecially those
working in the coltural heritage sector. But some organisations
seemed to have a new CIO everytime we visited them, midlevel bureaucrats in Wellington scuppered developing
relationships.
Philanthropy’s Public Image Even with the billions sloshing
around Canterbury, we never seemed to be able to secure a
fraction of the 3 million dollars that would have seen us
collecting at full speed for 10 years. We weren’t sexy enough or
needy enough—not like a new cricket stadium or a destroyed
school. Our greatest benefactor was our own, hard-hit
university—our VC jumped on the idea immeidately. “Give me
a budget - I'm sold on this already. We have a statutory
obligation to protect and disseminate knowledge and this is a
unique opportunity to create an archive for collective memory,
future research and the development of applied skills as well as
the use of new technologies.” And we had significant support
from overseas.
PP30 DISCUSSION
As I’ve shown, rather than having preserved all the information
needed to fully inform and document recovery, our record of the
Canterbury earthquakes’ impacts, and the subsequent response, is
incomplete and unrepresentative.
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While CEISMIC has collected and curated over a quarter of a million
earthquake-related items, much material has been, and is being lost.
Like Pompeii, our disaster will have its nameless, faceless, silenced
victims.
To what extent must these people’s stories be heard, and their issues
addressed, if recovery is to be meaningful?

